REMOTE & FLEXIBLE LEARNING:
All students have now received their DET (Department of Education & Training) Email,
Password and Instructions on how to connect to Google Classroom.

To be able to successfully connect, instructions must be followed carefully.
1. Only use GOOGLE CHROME
2. Follow the given directions to go through the DET site
3. Use your child’s DET password to log in to Google Classroom.

If Children are Sharing Computers then they must:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Log out of their google account when they finished using the computer
Close the browser down after logging out
Make sure there is no tab open anywhere
Reopen the browser and sign in again

*PLEASE NOTE:
It is important if you have your own personal GMAIL accounts to completely sign out in your
browser then close the browser down and open it again and follow the given instructions.
GOOGLE CLASSROOM: Google classroom allows students and teachers to connect by
uploading documents and writing posts. Teachers are now connecting with students
through Google Classroom. Teachers have begun posting comments and uploading
documents for students and they have already successfully received posts from many of
their students.
GOOGLE MEET: Google Meet is an interactive on-line platform for teachers and students to
meet face to face on-line in groups.
Unfortunately at the moment we are unable to access Google Meet due to technical
problems through Google. This is a state wide problem and the Education Department is
currently working on it.
We will use GOOGLE MEET when the problem has been fixed.
Your teacher will keep you up to date on this and let you know when we can use Google
Meet.
*PLEASE NOTE:
GOOGLE Classroom & Google Meet are Student Learning Platforms
 They are only for communication between teachers and students in support of their
learning. Parents/Carers may assist students in following teacher instructions etc.
 Teachers will meet on-line with students in the whole school allocated times.
 Small group GOOGLE meeting times will be set by individual teachers as needed.
Teachers will inform families of these times.
Teacher & Parent/ Carer Communication
 Parents/ Carers will continue to communicate with teachers through phone calls and
emails via the school or when the teacher rings.
COMUNICATION Expectations
As a community we continue to follow the ANPS School Wide Behaviour Student Matrix and
Community Matrix and our ICT Acceptable Use Agreement protocols when communicating
both on-line and off-line.

